EASC Taiwanese Documentary Series

The first of the series will take place on Tuesday, October 28 and will feature the works by award-winning filmmaker Director HUANG Chia-chun, whose films mostly focus on social issues. The three selected to be shown at USC will explore the sensitive subjects of children’s upbringing and its associated difficult challenges.

1:30-3:45pm | Introduction and They Are Flying (2008, 118 minutes) @ The Rosen Family Screening Theatre TCC 227

4:00-5:05pm | Hi! Baby! (2012, 65 minutes) @ The Rosen Family Screening Theatre TCC 227

FEATURE

7:00-10:00pm | Rock Me to the Moon (2013, 118 minutes) followed by Q&A with the director @ The Ray Stark Theater SCA 108
SAVE THE DATES - EASC Info Sessions

**EASC Fellowships Info Session**
THURSDAY | NOVEMBER 6 | 5:30 - 6:30 PM | VKC 102
Come learn about the Foreign Language and Area Studies (FLAS) Fellowship and the Association for Japan-U.S. Community Exchange (ACE)-Nikaido Fellowship. You will have the opportunity to hear about the fellowship benefits and application requirements, and also to ask representatives from EASC any questions you may have. Food and refreshments will be provided. [RSVP](#)

**Global East Asia as PwP Info Session**
TUESDAY | NOVEMBER 18 | 5:30 - 6:30 PM | VKC 100
The Global East Asia program will undergo changes beginning in summer 2015, and the information session will be an opportunity for students to learn about these changes, as well as other information about the program, the application process and the experiences of previous participants. Food and refreshments will be provided. [RSVP](#)

Beijing Summer Program
Study Chinese in Beijing with the 2015 USC Beijing Summer Program!

- Internship opportunities provided after the program
- Able to transition seamlessly to the next course level upon returning to campus
- Small class size
- One-on-one speaking sessions with trained TAs everyday and after-class interviews with locals
- One or two excursions in Beijing each week + two long excursions to other cities
- All excursion fees and cost for other co-curricular activities are included in the tuition

Information Session: Wednesday, 10/15 @ 3:00 - 3:50 pm in VKC 151

Events Around USC

**The 2014 Global Exchange Workshop**
TUESDAY | OCTOBER 14 | 7:30 PM | SCA 112

**Japan/America Writers' Dialogue: Presenting Monkey Business**
WEDNESDAY | OCTOBER 15 | 4:00 - 8:30 PM | TCC 450
Teaching Confucius in Beijing
THURSDAY  |  OCTOBER 16  |  4:00 - 5:30 PM  |  ASC G34

Headlines

**US Ambassadors Discuss Diplomacy in East Asia**
*October 8, 2014*
The Daily Trojan featured the Conversation in Public Policy event that took place at the USC Annenburg School for Communication and Journalism, in which ambassadors to several Asian countries held a panel about trade and economics.

**JeeYun Baik Receives CPD Best Student Paper Prize**
*October 3, 2014*
The USC Center on Public Diplomacy is pleased to announce JeeYun (Sophia) Baik, MPD ’15, as the recipient of the 2014 CPD Best Student Paper Prize in Public Diplomacy. “Peng Liyuan: China's First Lady in Diplomacy” was selected from a number of excellent nominations made by faculty in the Master of Public Diplomacy (MPD) program at USC.

**Two New Exhibits Showcase a Shift in China After the Revolution at Pasadena's USC Pacific Asia Museum**
*October 1, 2014*

**East West Bank Chairman Dominic Ng Named USC Trustee**
*October 1, 2014*
USC News highlighted the naming of Dominic Ng, a dedicated supporter of the USC Pacific Asia Museum and chairman of East West Bank, as a USC Trustee.

**Call for Papers**
**UC Berkeley Japan Studies Graduate Student Conference**
This conference will bring together graduate students from all disciplines in the field of Japanese Studies to explore the past and present role of media in Japan.

Deadline for abstracts (up to 250 words): **Friday, January 16th, 2015**.
Please email abstracts (including name, institutional affiliation, and presentation title) to cjsgradconference@berkeley.edu.

Travel (airfare + lodging) funding is available for all presenters. We encourage applicants seeking funding to apply well in advance of the deadline. Please email the conference organizing committee at cjsgradconference@berkeley.edu with any questions.